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Box 1

Read File 1998


Museum of New Mexico - Mimi Roberts - Marylou Reifsnyder - DECLINED: 02/2001


Judy A. Saslow Gallery - Ms. Paula Goldman - Outsider Art (no title) - DECLINED: 05/2001

Musee de L'Elysee Lausanne - Ms. Rachel Vez Fridrich - The Outlanders forging ahead with Art Brut - DECLINED: 01/2001


Art Services International - Lynn Rogerson and Joseph Saunders - Empire of the Sultans: Ottoman Art from the Khalili Collection and Others - DECLINED: 05/2001


Jeff Scott Studio, Dallas - Vanishing America - DECLINED: 2/2000

Curatorial Assistance - Fairfield Porter - DECLINED: 1/2000


San Jose Museum of Art - Dr. Susan Landauer - Nathan Oliveira - DECLINED: 2/2000


University of Memphis Art Museum - Coming Home! Southern Self-Taught Artist - The Bible, and The American South - DECLINED: 10/2000


Carl Hodges - 25 Paintings on Life of Cavalier De Seigalt (Giacomo Casanova) - DECLINED: 8/2000


Bezirks Verband Pfalz - Dr. Brita Buhlmann - American Abstract Expressionism (no title) - DECLINED 04/2000

Farnsworth Art Museum - One Nation: Patriots & Pirates Portrayed by NC and Jamie Wyeth - DECLINED: 11/1999

University of Massachusetts, Amherst - Francesca Woodman Retrospective - DECLINED: 7/1999

Krakow Gallery - Terry Winters: Prints - DECLINED: 5/1999

Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service (SITES) and Country Roads, Inc. - Spirited Objects - DECLINED: 6/1999


Mr. and Mrs. Chuch Rosenak - Tohono O'ohham Horsehair Baskets - DECLINED: 12/1999

Robert Henderson Studios - Cheryl Reich Henderson - Pioneer Jews - DECLINED: 1/1999

Roger Wollen - Liliane Lijn Retrospective - DECLINED: 4/1999


Linda Shearer, Williams College Mus. - 100 Years of Difference: The Hampton Project - DECLINED: 2/1999


Tuscon Museum of Art, Joanne Stuhr - Adolph Gottlieb & the West - DECLINED: 3/1999

Lyle Gomes - Handmade Landscape: Photographs From the English Countryside - DECLINED 7/1999

Hana B. Engel, Israeli Artist - GOLEM - DECLINED: 3/1999

Oakland Museum - The Discovery of California Gold: Paintings of Harry Fonseca - DECLINED 5/1999

Turner Carroll Gallery - Michael Bergt - DECLINED: 4/1999

Walter Wickiser Gallery - Sally S. Bennett - DECLINED: 11/1999


Indianapolis Museum of Art - Crossroads of American Sculpture - DECLINED 7/1999


Christopher Doncsecz, Photographer - DECLINED: 4/99


Jeffrey Gross - Potthast Paintings - DECLINED: 10/1998


Fiber Art at Renwick - DECLINED: 10/1998


Neuberger Museum of Art/Purchase Coll./State University of New York (SUNY) - Welded Art of the 20th Century - DECLINED: 6/1997

Audrey Lushkin - Russian Jewelry, Russian Tea-Drinking, Russian Textile and Costumes - DECLINED: 2/1997

DeBeyerd Municipal Center - Postcards from Black America - DECLINED: 9/1997


Karl P. Wirth - Civil War Art - DECLINED: 4/1997


University of Iowa - No! Art and Aesthetics of Doom - DECLINED: 3/1997

Dr. Kenneth W. Prescott - Anuskiewiczop Art - DECLINED: 5/1997

Michael Valentine - Amistad Collection - DECLINED: 10/1997

American Watercolor Society - DECLINED: 10/1997

Plattsburgh State University of NY - The American Terrain - DECLINED: 2/1997

American Federation of the Arts - All-Stars: American Sporting Prints - DECLINED: 1/1997


Bates College - Prints and Drawings by Claire Van Vliet - DECLINED: 5/1997


Ron Stark - DECLINED: 12/1997

Independent Curators, Inc. - David Smith: Medals of Dishonor - DECLINED: 1/1997
Roger Shimomura - Revisit to my Grandmother's Diaries - DECLINED: 5/1997


Guggenheim - Rauchenberg - Not Offered: 5/1997


Christopher Hill Morse - My Studio - DECLINED: 2/1997


McKissick Museum, University of South Carolina - The Middleton Drawings - DECLINED: 2/1997

Francine Seders Gallery Ltd. - Jacob Lawrence's "Aesop's Fables" - DECLINED: 5/1997


University of Georgia - Paintings of Gregory Gillespie - DECLINED: 1/1997


Vanderbilt University - Eichenberg Retrospective - DECLINED: 12/1997


University of New Mexico - Spirit Ascendent: The Art and Life of Patrocino Barela - DECLINED: 1/1997


Harry Ranson Humanities Research Center - Eve Arnold: In Retrospect - DECLINED: 2/1997


